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Utility Computing:
Fulfilling the Linux Promise

By  R a n a j i t  N eva t i a

AS
pressure on IT to do more with less continues, the Linux
alternative becomes more appealing every day. Companies

that have been locked into proprietary hardware platforms and operat-
ing systems now have the choice to run enterprise applications on less
costly industry standard systems at a substantial savings.

Linux has passed through its adolescence and is coming of age. It is
available as a commercially packaged OS and is supported by an
impressive array of hardware and software vendors. Many companies
have or plan to implement it into their IT infrastructures because of its
unquestioned ability to maximize return on investment (ROI) and min-
imize total cost of ownership (TCO).

Nevertheless, these companies need clear answers to important
questions: How can Linux meet the functionality requirements of
the enterprise? How can the enterprise maximize ROI and minimize
TCO with Linux? To answer both these questions let’s explore util-
ity computing.

UTILITY COMPUTING: THE BASICS

Utility computing is a computing model that delivers IT as a
measurable service aligned with business needs. Its purpose is to
extract maximum ROI from the technologies already in place. It
requires that data always be available, that services be delivered at
specified levels, and that storage management be automated. Fully
implemented, utility computing reduces costs, uses resources more
efficiently, and enables IT departments to allocate measurable costs
to users.

At our homes and offices, we rely on public utilities to supply power,
water or gas on demand at certain pressures, wattages, or flow rates.
Similarly, the users of enterprise IT want services at specified levels of
performance, including availability and user response time. Utility
computing enables this. It also allows IT departments to measure and
report on service levels, perform a cost-accounting analysis, and allo-
cate costs back to users.

The other side of the cost-allocation coin is that it makes users
aware of the costs of the services they are using so they can make
informed decisions about service-level requests. What does 99.95%
availability cost for a specific application on a monthly or yearly
basis? When business units see the price tag for services, they can
make decisions based on ROI. This process ultimately tailors IT to
business realities.

To reach this level of business-aligned, user-specific IT management,
and to enjoy the basic utility computing benefits of cost reduction,
increased efficiency and higher levels of availability and performance, IT
departments need to think in terms of three basic functional building
blocks that involve server, storage and applications technologies: avail-
ability, performance and automation. All three can be put in place using
the same software tools that made UNIX an enterprise-ready platform.

TIME-TESTED TOOLS FOR LINUX
ENVIRONMENTS

When UNIX entered the mainframe-dominated enterprise comput-
ing market, it faced similar challenges as Linux faces today.
Although its ability to dramatically reduce TCO was unquestioned, it
was new, it had limited functionality, and it was up against
entrenched technologies. Wary IT managers questioned its enter-
prise-readiness. It took the introduction of key third-party software
tools to give UNIX enterprise-level reliability and functionality.

Over the succeeding years IT shops became thoroughly familiar
with these tools, and for many companies they have become as much a
part of the UNIX platform as the operating system. Their sophisticated
functionality has greatly increased the TOC of UNIX-based enterprise
computing environments, and has made it possible for companies to
implement utility computing strategies.

Today the good news is that these tools can be ported to the Linux
environment, where they deliver the same benefits they provide for
UNIX platforms. They can enable Linux to fulfill its promise of
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reduced TCO by optimizing every aspect of the enterprise infrastruc-
ture that is affected by Linux. In addition, they enable companies to
apply utility computing strategies to Linux environments. Let's look at
some of the many ways these tools can do this.

DELIVERING ON THE LINUX TCO PROMISE

The utility computing model includes leveraging existing resources
and utilizing assets more fully. One way is virtualization of storage.

Storage management tools enable IT departments to manage all stor-
age subsystems as a single pooled resource, using a single interface for
greater efficiency and lower administrative costs. Capacity is used
more efficiently, which brings down storage hardware costs. Companies
can automate policy-based migration of aging or low-priority data to
enable another reduction in the cost of storage.

Another element of utility computing strategy is the pooling of pro-
cessing resources, virtualizing servers that are shared by applications.
IT managers can drive up server utilization—another significant
opportunity to reduce hardware costs. They can also use application
performance management (APM) software to instrument every layer
of the application stack, from Web browser to storage, to identify bot-
tlenecks that affect the performance of applications such as BEA,
Oracle, PeopleSoft, SAP and Siebel. If end-user response times drop
below service level agreement (SLA) specifications, APM tools can
analyze response times layer by layer to pinpoint slowdowns and offer
recommended solutions. This automated process may be completed
before users even notice a problem. Applications can be fine-tuned to
run at peak performance.

AUTOMATED SERVER PROVISIONING AND
COST-EFFECTIVE SCALABILITY

Mainframe-based datacenters work with one or two servers, and
UNIX environments use many. However, Linux takes advantage of the
affordability of industry standard x86-based Intel processors, and many
Linux environments run hundreds of them. The low cost of industry
standard servers makes it attractive to add processing capability a
processor at a time. Eventually, however, the number of processors in a
growing Linux environment reaches the point where administrative
costs start to offset the lower TCO of commodity hardware.
Automation software can prevent this from becoming a problem.

Server provisioning tools automate server management and provision-
ing in Linux environments, empowering IT staff to manage hundreds of
processors without going offline. For example: a provisioning tool can
monitor the application's need for processing cycles and automatically
assign processors to fill the need. If an application experiences a rise in
user demand, the provisioning tool can extend it to additional servers
with no need for intervention. It can also be used to keep servers current
by automating the installation of upgrades and patches – another major
savings in administrative costs.

A cluster file system frees Linux users from having to scale within a
frame when they need more processors. This means that companies can
scale out, not up, to increase capacity. For example: if a company is run-
ning an application on 16 CPUs and needs to double the number of
processors to meet demand, it isn't necessary to scale the box up to 32
processors. It is much less costly to add or replace capacity with 16-CPU,
8-CPU, or even 4-CPU boxes. The cluster filesystem enables IT shops to

scale using the smaller, less expensive boxes that can work together off
the single virtual disk that utility computing tools can provide.

This means that there is no need to create a symmetric multiprocessing
(SMP) architecture so multiple processors can access a single dataset.
Popular database applications can be scaled across up to 16 nodes and still
be working off a single dataset. Users can scale with confidence.

The cluster filesystem gives clustered servers in a SAN direct con-
current access to shared disks and files from all systems in the cluster,
giving the system administrators greater freedom of choice when
selecting storage vendors and technologies.

ENABLING UTILITY COMPUTING ON LINUX

The utility computing model consists of building blocks that can be
added modularly to a Linux environment as needs are identified.
Companies can gradually maximize all operational aspects of their data-
centers, improving efficiencies as they reduce hardware and administrative
costs. They will progressively align IT with their changing business needs
and improve the availability and performance of their infrastructure.

What we've discussed here are just a few of the ways that Linux and
utility computing will align in the enterprise over the next couple of
years. They are combining to provide the best performance and lowest
cost available to companies.  
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